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HTTP and TCP have been the backbone of web transport for decades. There
have been numerous enhancements and modifications to both of these protocols.
HTTP and TCP were developed for traditional packet networks existing since
1990’s. Today, however, wired network parameters such as bandwidth and delay
have significantly improved all over the world. However, cellular data networks
(GPRS, HSPA) still experience bandwidth and delay issues, which affect the per-
formance of these protocols. HTTP and TCP protocols can be optimized for
today’s network conditions and end-user requirements, such as accelerated page
loading, low latency and better network utilization.
Through the course of this work, we measure the improvements in using the
SPDY protocol in comparison to HTTP. We measure the impact of header com-
pression, number of parallel TCP connection per domain, and multiplexing of
streams. From the TCP perspective, we analyze the impact of higher initial
congestion windows. Some of the interesting findings are discussed, comparing
various initial congestion window values. All of these experiments are conducted
over live GPRS, HSPA and LTE networks. We study the challenges of moving
from HTTP to alternative protocols. We also discuss the ways to improve the mo-
bile web browsing by introducing and refining the existing schemes such as DNS
pre-fetching, radio transition delays, smart use of IP versions, reduction of TLS
negotiation delays, and intelligent allocation of TCP connections in HTTP.
Our studies reveal that low bandwidth networks such as GPRS benefits from
header compression, whereas the HSPA and LTE networks benefit from multiplex-
ing as it saves the time for establishing new TCP connections. The advantage of
higher TCP initial congestion window is seen only in networks with high band-
width and high latency.
Keywords: HTTP, SPDY, Mobile, Web, Browsers, GPRS, HSPA, LTE, TCP,
Initial Congestion Window, Header Compression, Multiplexing
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Preface
This thesis work is undertaken for fulfillment of the requirements of the Mas-
ter’s Degree Program in Communications Engineering at Aalto University School of
Electrical Engineering, Finland. The task was performed at the research premises
of Nokia, Espoo, Finland.
The thesis is organized in such a manner as to provide an incremental approach
to the problem studied, so that the reader can gain an in-depth understanding of
the research topic. The literature is structured as follows:
• Section 1 discusses the motivation for this topic for research, defining the
objectives of the study undertaken, and what are the current challenges in
mobile web browsing.
• Section 2 describes the background study. This section discusses the various
layers of mobile web browsing and explains how the system works today.
• Section 3 discusses the shortcomings in current protocols, such as HTTP and
TCP. The section also discusses improvements that can be made to this exist-
ing protocols.
• Section 4 describes the test-setup, network architecture, and the experimental
methodology. The detailed statistics about the websites tested are presented
in this section as well.
• Section 5 presents the performance results of SPDY in comparison to HTTP;
also measures the effect of multiplexing, efficient use of TCP connections, and
increased TCP initial congestion windows.
• Section 6 describes the prior work in the area of mobile web browsing and
discusses the future work.
• Section 7 presents the facts and lessons from the experiments conducted.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The past decade has witnessed an explosive growth in Internet access from smart
phones [13]. Affordable flat rates and the introduction of smart phones with support
for higher data rates have enhanced mobile web browsing. The network evolution
started with General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) and has finally reached Long
Term Evolution (LTE). The data rates have gone from hundreds of Kbps to tens of
Mbps. Although the mobile phones supporting higher data rates of up to 100 Mbps
are not available in the market, there is a considerable amount of people who are
using mobile phones as their primary web browsing device. Mobile web browsing
in GPRS was slow for many years, whereas with EDGE, the mobile web browsing
experience was enhanced. The introduction of High Speed Packet Access (HSPA),
with better channel coding schemes and bandwidth, made mobile web browsing a
pleasant experience. Now, with the release of LTE, mobile web browsing speeds
can even compete with wired networks such as DSL or Cable connections. Though
extensive scrolling and readability is still an issue in mobile phone browsing, the
higher bandwidth has managed to minimize the page load times. Applications such
as e-mail, VoIP, and e-commerce websites have found their way from PC to the
mobile, with technological changes in the cellular data networks.
Apart from data network improvements, there were changes in mobile phone hard-
ware, operating systems, browsers, underlying protocols, and services. If the first
few smart phones had only small sized screens, now the screen sizes approaches 3
inches or more. If we take mobile browsers, the choice extends from the Operating
System (OS) specific browsers to migrated browsers from Personal Computers (PC).
Similar to PC based web browsers, most of the mobile web browsers are based on
Webkit [38] or other dominant layout engines such as Presto [10], Gecko [39], and
Trident [36]. Even though the layout engine differs, the browsing experience is
almost the same in most of the mobile web browsers. Some mobile browsers are
pre-installed with the OS and some are installed by the user. Changes to the un-
derlying protocols also have been incremental and has helped mobile web browsing
considerably. The following sections will describe the underlying protocols, which is
the core area of interest of this thesis.
The underlying protocols we consider in mobile web browsing are Domain Name
System (DNS), Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), and Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP). DNS is responsible for resolving domain names into network IP
addresses. The DNS accommodates and resolves both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses.
There have been many changes to DNS from its original form. DNS is vulnerable
to many issues [50], the slow update of DNS records leading to stale caches, suscep-
tibility to Distributed Denial of Dervice (DDoS) attacks and most importantly, the
resolving process takes longer time whether it is iterative or recursive. The main
concern with mobile web browsing regarding DNS is the resolution time. There have
2been some attempts to solve this issue by offering alternate DNS services, enhancing
DNS services and DNS prefetching. DNS-prefetching offers faster browsing expe-
rience compared to the normal systems. The thesis explores the DNS-prefetching
feature more during the course of this work.
HTTP is a prominent request-response protocol in web browsing which is widely
used. There have been other protocols for accessing information from the Internet
such as File Transfer Protocol (FTP), Secure Shell (SSH), Telnet, etc. HTTP has
been the only protocol in use when it comes to web browsing and information re-
trieval. HTTP has evolved from HTTP/0.9 to HTTP/1.1 with many improvements
and changes from its basic structure. The flexibility and importance of HTTP is
such that, many network administrators have given a firewall exception on port
80 for HTTP traffic. Many applications use the HTTP protocol, as they need a
clear communication port to pass through the strict firewalls, router access lists,
and Network Address Translation (NAT). Although the popularity and acceptance
of HTTP is higher compared to any other application layer protocols, it has some
shortcomings, which can be rectified.
The reliability, congestion control and functional stability makes TCP protocol
the most prominent transport layer protocol. The reliability of TCP makes it a
perfect candidate for transporting the web browsing traffic. TCP has undergone
various changes from its basic structure in terms of congestion control algorithms.
Although there have been many advantages with TCP there are some disadvantages
as well. Most of the web transactions are short lived. TCP has a property of
delivering the maximum data rate for long-lived transactions as it uses a congestion
control algorithm. In this case, the beneficiaries are the users who download big files
using TCP, than the users who do web browsing which are short-lived transactions.
The network conditions and parameters have changed over the years. Recently,
there has been many proposals [16] [28] and discussion [26] whether to increase
the initial congestion window to a higher value or to adopt an adaptive scheme
of increasing the TCP’s initial congestion value. Higher initial congestion window
benefits from a low start-up delay (slow start in TCP) and higher initial data transfer
rate. The advantages and disadvantages of having higher initial congestion window
are discussed in chapter 3.
Most of the Internet data comes under the category of web browsing if we do not
consider the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) shared music and videos. We are focusing on the
size of web pages which averages to 320KB on the wire/medium as per the Google
web metrics [51] and the transformation undergone by web pages. In the beginning,
web pages were pure HyperText Markup Language (HTML) pages with no java
scripts or Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). However, as soon as the JavaScript, CSS
and other scripting languages came into use, the web content structure started to
evolve. Although the basic structure is still built on HTML, the content includes
CSS, java scripts, images, videos, audios, flash, etc. The web page layout, scripts,
3and many other resources constitute to the overall web content. To optimize the
mobile web browsing, some websites offer a mobile version of the website. There is a
.mobi top-level domain pointing to the mobile websites. One more technology that
was dominant in the late 90’s was Wireless Application Protocol (WAP), which is
an open standard for mobile web browsing.
Apart from changing the content nature and structure, another significant char-
acteristic of web content is the domain sharding [52]. For a particular website, its
content does not necessarily reside in a single domain. The content can be dis-
tributed across multiple domains and are called sub-domains. These sub-domains
are used for load balancing and performance improvement. Load on a server in-
creases when a browser requests all the resources from a single server. In order
to avoid this, the resources are distributed across multiple sub-domains. Primary
domain or server gives the links to those distributed resources to the browser.
A typical browser makes more than one TCP connection per domain. The maxi-
mum number of TCP connections per domain depends on the browser used. When
the number of sub-domains increase the number of TCP connections for a particu-
lar website also increases, this results in better performance as the browser is able
to request multiple objects through multiple TCP connections. Number of TCP
connections and sub-domain relation will be discussed further in this thesis. There
has been research [53] [55] and implementation ongoing in this area of mobile web
browsing from various scientific societies, such as Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF). Most of them are based on the simulated environment. The results ob-
tained from that research cannot be directly applicable to real world scenarios. This
was one of the main motivations to conduct an experimental study on mobile web
browsing in real world scenario.
Considering all the facts presented above, it was a essential to know whether
changes made to traditional protocols like HTTP and TCP, in practice, bring any
positive changes to the user experience. The users measure the performance of
mobile web browsing in terms of page load time. Page load time can be subjective
as there is an instance when the browser renders particular objects and the user
is able to navigate through the page even before the browser renders all the other
objects. Subjective measurements depend on browsers and website structure.
1.2 Objectives
The primary objective of this thesis work was to conduct a comprehensive study
on the improvements in mobile web browsing in real-time cellular networks. The
areas of interest being, the delay associated with every step in mobile web browsing,
starting with radio access and ending with browser rendering. First part of the
thesis introduces mobile web browsing. Second part concentrates mainly on the
experiments conducted and the discussions related to the results obtained.
4In the chapter 3, We discuss HTTP and TCP protocol shortcomings and the
Google proposed protocol SPDY [35]. Numerous tests have been conducted com-
paring the HTTP and SPDY protocols. We analyze the performance of SPDY on
the cellular networks and discusse the benefits of SPDY features. Another param-
eter of the experiment is TCP’s higher initial window. The focus was to measure
the impact of increased TCP initial congestion window in GPRS, HSPA, and LTE
networks.
Other areas of improvement mainly deal with radio channel transition, which
cover the UMTS, GSM, and LTE state machines, IPv4 and IPv6 preferences, in-
troduction to DNS services which mainly deals with DNS prefetching, and delay in
TLS negotiation is explored as security is an important part in mobile web browsing.
There are no measurements conducted in the above-mentioned areas but we give a
short introduction to each of the above mentioned areas.
52 Background
This section describes the critical elements in mobile web browsing. It covers
the mobile web browsing steps in sequence. Every step is explained in detail with
diagrams and background information.
2.1 Introduction to Mobile Web Browsing
Once the mobile phone and browser are in place, the next essential thing is an
Internet connection. The introduction of HSPA and LTE changed the face of mobile
web browsing as the bandwidth was no longer a limitation. HSPA offers up to 14
Mbps (theoretical values) downlink in some countries and LTE offers up to 300
Mbps downlink (theoretical values). Depending on the market and availability,
GPRS/EDGE are still used in many of the developing countries.
Access Technologies and Speed
Technology/Standard Downlink (Theoretical) Uplink (Theoretical)
GPRS (Release 97) 40 Kbps - 171 Kbps 14 Kbps
EDGE [1] 384 Kbps 135 Kbps
HSPA [2] 14 Mbps 5.8 Mbps
HSPA+ 42 Mbps 11 Mbps
LTE 300 Mbps 75 Mbps
Table 1: Access Technologies and Speed
2.2 Web Browsing in Cellular Networks
A brief overview of how the web browsing actually works is presented in following
sub-sections. Access networks such as GPRS, EDGE, HSPA, and LTE have different
state machines. The state machines we discuss here are mainly for HSPA networks.
The mobile web browsing involves several entities like radio channel allocation, DNS
queries, TCP connection establishment, SSL/TLS negotiation, HTTP request and
responses, and browser rendering. There are many elements and parameters that
can be optimized to gain maximum performance in a mobile web browsing. The
steps below are based on the assumption that the browser is open and awaiting
input from user.
Step 0 User indicates the desired the website to the mobile browser and hits the
Go/Enter.
Step 1 DNS resolver checks the DNS cache for relevant information, if the DNS
cache is missed then a DNS query is sent to the Internet to resolve the domain
name to network IP address.
6Step 2 If the radio is not active then the DNS query from the DNS resolver invokes
the radio in the mobile device, prompting the user to connect to the radio
bearer.
Step 3 Once the mobile device is connected to the radio bearer, it is assigned a
public or private IP address by the network operator. This public or private
IP address can be IPv4 or IPv6 depending on the operator and availability.
Step 4 Radio state transition starts, initially the radio is in IDLE state, as soon as
the data transfer begins state promotions happen and radio gets promoted to
FACH or DCH states.
Step 5 DNS query is sent to the network and DNS response arrives with an IPv4
and/or IPv6 address(es). Such data transfer causes the radio state to get
promoted from IDLE to FACH or DCH.
Step 6 As soon as the IP address(es) of website are available to the browser, it
checks for existing TCP connections and tries to re-use the TCP connection
if available. In any other case, a TCP connection is established between the
mobile device browser and web server.
Step 7 Depending on the security policy adopted by the website (http or https),
the connection can be secure or non-secure. The browser initiates a handshake
with web server for a certificate exchange to verify the authenticity of the
website.
Step 8 HTTP requests and responses begin. Once the TCP connection is estab-
lished and SSL/TLS negotiation is over, the next step is to request resources
from the web server. Web server responds with corresponding resources in
sync with web browser requests.
Step 9 Browser renders the objects retrieved by HTTP protocol on the mobile
device screen. When browser receives the resources or objects from the web
server, it renders the object using the layout engine associated with it.
Step 10 The DNS resolution and Steps 6, 7, 8, and 9 are repeated for every object
in the website until the website is completely retrieved from the server.
From the Figure 1, we can see that, user requests for a particular website
www.example.com by typing the address in browsers address bar. DNS resolver
program in mobile device invokes the radio of mobile device prompting the user to
connect to the radio bearer. The UDP packet from the DNS resolver causes the
radio channel transitions from IDLE to FACH. Once the radio channel transitions
are completed, the DNS query gets forwarded to resolve the www.example.com.
When the desired IP address(es) is obtained using DNS resolution, mobile device
makes a TCP connection to the particular server. HTTP GET request is sent for
the index.html file. The HTTP response causes the radio channel transition from
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Figure 1: Message Flow in Mobile Web Browsing
FACH to DCH. The mobile browser learns about the two objects (image and CSS)
present in the index.html. Since the CSS is in the same domain as index.html,
another request is issued to retrieve the CSS. At the same time, a DNS query
is sent to resolve the sub-domain address www.a.example.com, where the image
resides. When the desired IP address(es) is obtained from the DNS resolution, a
second TCP connection is established between the sub-domain and mobile device.
8Mobile device requests for the image and retrieves the image. The user can see the
complete website www.example.com once all the objects are retrieved.
2.2.1 HTTP Requests and Responses
HTTP protocol is based on request-response model. Client initiates a request and
server responds. When the user requests for a particular web page, server responds
with the page and resources associated with the page. The browser might have to
send multiple requests depending on the number of objects present in the website.
For example, if an index page contains one image, text and some CSS files, then the
browser will first request for the index page with text and it will make subsequent
request for image and css. Once the objects are received, the browser will render
the objects as intended by the website structure.
The delay in this model is mainly the resource retrieval time or network latency.
In case of resource retrieval, time the main issue can be a bad cache control. Cache
control is a rule based approach hence it should be efficient. A good cache control
method can reduce the load on web server largely. Comprehensive compression
methods like Gzip can significantly reduce the payload of HTTP and thereby reduce
the effect of high network latency. However, the compression method should be
agreed between client and server beforehand.
2.2.2 Delays in Radio Access
When the mobile device establishes a connection with the radio bearer, it does
not imply that user can immediately start browsing. The UMTS radio bearer has
three states, they are IDLE, FACH, and DCH as seen on Figure 2. The three states
are essential for effective resource utilization and energy efficiency. IDLE is the state
when mobile device is connected to radio bearer but no data channel is allocated to
the device. In IDLE state, mobile device cannot transfer any user data. In FACH
state, the mobile device can transmit user data in low speed channels and there is no
dedicated channel available for the mobile device. In DCH state, the mobile device
is allocated with a dedicated channel for both downlink and uplink.
When a user starts to browse for the first time, ideally the mobile device is in
IDLE state. When mobile device sends user data to radio network, it moves from
IDLE to FACH and later to DCH. The time to move from one state to a higher or
lower state depends on the network configuration. Studies show that IDLE to DCH
can take up to 2 seconds [47] whereas moving from DCH to IDLE can take up to 10-
17 seconds. The Figure 2 explains the channel transitions in HSPA radio network.
Apart from the IDLE channel, some network vendors offer intermediate states called
CELL PCH and URA PCH. These intermediate states help to overcome the issues
with fast dormancy [31].
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Figure 2: Channel Transition from IDLE to FACH and DCH [44]
We discussed about different state machines in HSPA. The state transition plays
a vital role in managing the data transfer and energy efficiency. If the mobile device
requires faster data transfer, it has to be in DCH state even though DCH state
consumes more power than other states. Two types of state transitions are available
in HSPA, one is state promotions where radio state moves from lower states like
IDLE or FACH to DCH and second is state demotions when radio state moves
from DCH to FACH or IDLE. When mobile device is sending continuous packets
to network, it should be in DCH state. When the mobile device does not have any
packet to send, it moves to FACH or IDLE. The network decides state promotion
and state demotion time out periods. In the case of state demotion, if the timeout is
a large value, power consumption of mobile device is high. Although mobile device
saves some power when timeout is low, if the mobile device has some data to be
sent immediately to network, it has to wait until the mobile device moves to higher
state. When we consider state promotions, large timeout values can be a hindrance
for sending user data immediately to network. Continuous state promotions and
demotions can be an overhead for the radio network.
The GPRS network also maintains three states corresponding to UMTS network
as IDLE, READY, and STANDBY. The Figure 3 describes the state machines in
GPRS. In IDLE state, there is no data transfer. When there is data to send to GPRS
network, an attach procedure is done and device moves to READY state. When
there is no data to send or when the READY timer expires, radio bearer switches to
STANDBY state. The STANDBY state goes back to READY state when there are
Protocol Data Unit (PDU) transmissions. The GPRS detach procedure is performed
when mobile device is disconnected from GPRS network.
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Figure 3: Channel Transition in GPRS [32]
The LTE network maintains two states RRC IDLE and RRC CONNECTED. The
Figure 4 describes the state machines in LTE. In RRC IDLE device sleeps for most
of the time and occasional uplink transmission is possible through random access.
Moving from RRC IDLE to RRC CONNECTED takes time compared to leaving
Discontinuous Reception (DRX). In RRC CONNECTED, there are two substates
called OUT OF SYNC and IN SYNC. In the former case, only downlink transmis-
sion is possible and no uplink transmission is possible whereas in latter case, both
downlink and uplink transmission is possible.
LTE State Machine
RRC_IDLE
RRC_CONNECTED
OUT_OF_SYNC IN_SYNC
If rate > 0
If rate = 0
Figure 4: Channel Transition in LTE [17]
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There has been few proposals [62] and studies [46] [11] in the field of radio resource
allocation delays. One study conducted on U.S. based operators shows that state
demotion timeout can be up to several seconds depending on the carrier. One of
the interesting facts from this study is that a state promotion in one carrier takes
up to 2 seconds. If the mobile device is able to move to DCH beforehand it saves
2 seconds and user experiences a rapid page load time. Moving to the DCH state
beforehand can avoid the state promotion delays. For example, when user opens the
web browser, it can force the radio state to move from IDLE to DCH. Either the
mobile device can inform the RNC about the futuristic data transfer or send some
dummy packets to network. Another effective way would be to use DNS prefetching
for the state promotions.
The radio state transition delays can play a major role in page load time. In
cases where the overall page load time is close to 4 to 5 seconds, the radio transition
delay can be 50% of the total page load time. Hence, the radio delay can have a
considerable impact on small size websites where the page load time is small. The
radio state transitions also cause inefficient energy utilization of mobile device on
old radio networks.
2.2.3 IPv4/IPv6
Depending on the mobile device capability, operator provisions, and support from
the web servers or services, a mobile device can use either IPv4 or IPv6 protocol.
Currently, IPv4 is the most widely used protocol. IPv6 capable mobile handsets
are rare and Internet Service Providers (ISPs) offering the IPv6 address is not very
common. There is no concrete evidence for quality or change in browsing experience
in using IPv6 over IPv4. Some mobile device supports both IPv4 and IPv6 protocol,
which is called dual stack. Using dual stack, the mobile device can use both IPv4
and IPv6 technologies to connect to destinations. It can use IPv4, IPv6 or both in
parallel. When a DNS query returns IPv4 and IPv6 addresses, by rfc3484 [15] the
mobile device may choose IPv6 over IPv4. The architecture of dual stack is given in
Figure 5. If the network or web server does not support IPv6, the browser can fall
back to IPv4 address. The time for this fall back is a good measurement study [60]
in mobile phones.
2.2.4 IPv4/IPv6 Fall Back
As far the user experience is concerned there is no significant improvement in using
IPv6 protocol. Sometimes, the IPv6 supported domain names are not reachable or
the service is not available on IPv6. Browsers need to fall back to IPv4 as a reactive
measure. IE9 and Opera 11 seems to learn [60] from the broken links and fall
back to IPv4 whereas browsers like Chrome make an IPv4 connection in parallel
with IPv6 and whichever connection succeeds first will be given priority. Popular
browsers like Firefox and Safari face serious delays while falling back to IPv4.
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Figure 5: IPv4/IPv6 Dual Stack
The IPv6 is not supported by most of the web servers and operators. The IPv6
to IPv4 fall back is important only if the device has IPv6 capability and the device
wants to access a service on top of IPv6. Most of the web browsers support IPv6
but still use IPv4 as the main IP version. One of the initiative from networking
industry on this area is the Happy Eyeballs [14]. Dual stack is capable of providing
IPv4 and IPv6 DNS records to the system. Happy Eyeballs proposes to establish
the TCP connection using both IPv4 and IPv6. A stateful behavior can remember
which protocol was successful or failure on particular network prefixes.
2.2.5 DNS Services
The DNS plays an essential part in resolving the domain names in to IP addresses.
In fixed and mobile web browsing, DNS delays can be a crucial measure. When user
indicates a website address to the browser, a DNS query is sent to DNS server for
translating the domains name to the IP address(es). The resolving process can take
from milliseconds to few seconds depending on the bandwidth, Round Trip Time
(RTT), type of queries (recursive or iterative), and the level of cached DNS records.
Depending on the load balancing strategies applied, single DNS name can return
multiple IP addresses. The browser can use any of these IP addresses for connecting
to the web server. DNS queries can be iterative or recursive. Iterative queries are
made from a DNS client to DNS server, DNS server refers to another DNS server,
and the referral goes on until the DNS client finds the authoritative server for the
website queried. In recursive query, DNS client sends requests to DNS server, DNS
server on behalf of DNS client will inquire other DNS servers, and the query goes
from one DNS server to another until it finds the authoritative server for the website
requested. The DNS response returns to the DNS client in the same order as request
was routed. The Figure 6 is an example of iterative DNS query.
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Two types of delay can be considered in DNS, related to this thesis. First is
the DNS propagation delay. Second is the DNS delay due to the RTT between
mobile device and DNS server. The main reason for DNS propagation delay is the
time required to update the cache of DNS records. When there is change from the
Domain Registrars, The Root Name Servers update their DNS records. This change
propagates to major DNS server and ISP DNS records. Typically, ISP’s maintains
a DNS cache to reduce the DNS lookup time. This cache should be up to date
if the changes have to be seen by the end user. Coming back to user experience,
the propagation delay can cause the ISP’s to return stale DNS records. The RTT
between mobile device and DNS server is another issue, if the DNS query misses the
ISP’s DNS cache, then the query is forwarded to the DNS servers. This process can
take up to several seconds depending on the RTT between mobile device and DNS
server. This can affect the user experience.
We have discussed about the DNS delay and how it can affect the user experience.
DNS prefetching enables the browsers to resolve the domain names to IP address(es)
even before the browser requests a particular domain name to be resolved. There
are many ways to achieve the DNS prefetching. First, the manual prefetching, where
the HTML page has the tag called dns-prefetch, domain names with this tag can
be immediately resolved as soon as the browser parses the HTML page. Second,
resolve the domain names of recently used websites during browser start-up. In
this case, frequently used websites are accessible faster. Third, resolve the domain
names when user types them into the address bar. The browser makes one or two
suggestion based on the first few letters of the domain name and resolves them
beforehand. The DNS-prefetch reduces the DNS latency, when it comes to mobile
devices there are other benefits as well. When browser makes DNS queries as a part
of DNS-prefecthing, the mobile device sends packets to the cellular network waking
up the radio. This start-up data flow keeps the mobile device always in higher states
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like FACH or DCH and avoids the state promotions delays.
2.2.6 TCP Connections
Once the IP address or the list of IP addresses of the domain name is available, the
next step is to establish a TCP connection to one of the servers. The browser opens
a TCP connection to the web server by sending a SYN segment. The server returns
a SYN-ACK segment on successful connection establishment. The mobile device can
send ACK and HTTP requests (data) immediately after receiving the SYN-ACK.
Depending on the number of objects and sub-domains; the browser opens multiple
TCP connections. The number of parallel TCP connection per domain has grown to
6 or more (depends on browser). The number of TCP connections depends also on
the browser, website structure and most importantly the bandwidth. Parallel TCP
connection to a website and its sub-domains helps the browsers to request multiple
objects in parallel from the website.
One of the main characteristic of TCP is its congestion control algorithms. The
main congestion control mechanisms in TCP are slow start [58], congestion avoid-
ance, fast retransmit, and fast recovery. During the slow start, TCP sender starts
with an initial window of one and for every ACK it receives, the congestion window
increases by one segment. When the congestion window reaches two after receiving
two ACK’s from the receiver, the sender can send two segments. The window grows
exponentially as one, two, four, and eight until it reaches the threshold value. Once
the threshold reaches, TCP moves to congestion avoidance phase where the conges-
tion window increases by one segment for every ACK received. If any packet loss is
detected, then depending on the version of TCP used reactive measures are taken.
If TCP has a high initial congestion window then slow start will begin with the
high initial congestion window value. In theory, the number of segments sent in
the initial burst will be high. The high initial congestion window grows faster and
reaches the threshold. The head start of high initial congestion window helps TCP to
reach maximum data rate in less time compared to small initial congestion window
values. This practice can lead to an early page load for small sized websites and
also speed up the TCP to reach the maximum throughput, if there is no congestion.
If a domain has three sub-domains then the browser can make 18 parallel TCP
connections. 18 parallel connections with an initial congestion window of 3 effectively
boost the overall initial congestion window value to 54.
2.2.7 SSL/TLS
SSL/TLS are cryptographic protocols used in Internet for communication security.
The process involves a complex handshake between client and server to verify the
authenticity of website and ensures data security. The handshake provides a key,
used to encrypt and decrypt the data exchanged between the client and the server.
The extra security provided by SSL/TLS adds up more delay. Two main processes
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cause the delay. First, the extra round trips required for the handshake to establish
a secure connection. Second, the processing required on both ends for encrypting
and decrypting the data using the key generated during the handshake. We can
ignore the computing cost in latest mobile devices, as their computing power is
more than the computers that existed in 1990’s. Since the TLS delay is associated
with security, the delay introduced is unavoidable.
We discussed about the TLS negotiation and the delay introduced in TLS negoti-
ation. There are drafts in IETF named snap start [5], false start [6], tcpcrypt [3] for
improving the delay or replacing the security layer parameters. First, is the Snap
start, which tries to reduce the delay in TLS negotiation in cases where client initi-
ates the negotiation. Client includes application data and all the other parameters
server requires to complete the negotiation. Second, is the False start, generally,
TLS negotiation takes 4 flights or 2 round trips. Here the aim is to send application
data in third flight as the client has finished the TLS negotiation from its part.
Third, is the tcpcrypt, it allows adding encryption to TCP packets. Tcpcrypt aims
to modify the current security layer implementations hence need more analysis and
research to find out the benefits in reducing the delay.
2.3 Summary
In this section we discussed about the message flow in mobile web browsing,
explaining the step by step procedure of mobile web browsing. The section also cov-
ered the delays in different levels of mobile web browsing, explaining the HTTP web
server delays, Radio delays, DNS delays, IPv4/IPv6 transitions, the strategy used
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in TCP connections and the SSL/TLS mechanism. All the sub-sections analyzed
how the system works and parameters or mechanisms that can be improved. In the
next section, we discuss some areas, which can be improved in detail. The intention
of this section was to give an overall idea about the mobile web browsing.
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3 A Detailed Investigation of Current Protocols
There are numerous elements in mobile web browsing which can be optimized to
achieve maximum performance. We concentrate mainly on the improvements that
can be made to HTTP, analyzing alternative protocols, and the effect of TCP’s initial
congestion window. The following sections will discuss more about the shortcomings
in current protocols, and the proposed solutions.
3.1 Shortcomings in Current Protocols
Some of the shortcomings of HTTP is listed in the following sub-sections. Current
HTTP implementation in browsers can fetch only one resource at a time using a
single TCP connection. Even though pipelining exists in HTTP/1.1 [19], it allows
clients to send multiple requests on a single connection and the server replies to those
requests in the order they are received. This might trigger Head-of-Line Blocking.
To be more precise, if multiple requests are sent over the same connection then the
first response can block the forthcoming responses, as the queue is always a FIFO.
When we look at the implementation on servers, web browsers, and proxies, it is
clear that most of them do not make use of this feature of HTTP. It is relatively
easy to implement pipelining in a web server but we have to make sure the network
buffers are not flushed, when queuing the pipelined requests. Web browsers like
Safari [37] and Chrome [24] do not support pipelining whereas Mozilla Firefox [40]
has it disabled by default and Opera [42] from version 4.0 supports pipelining by
default. Among the proxies, the proxies such as squid [57] do not support or have
disabled the pipelining feature.
Another feature as important as pipelining is multiplexing. HTTP/1.1 has a sim-
ilar feature to multiplexing in the name of chunked transfer-encoding. The response
is broken down to small chunks of data when the content length is unknown to the
sender. Although chunking allows the sender to split the content and send, it does
not ensure the interleaved content distribution of different resources or objects. Mul-
tiplexing allows the server to maintain the persistent TCP connections and avoids
the delay in establishing a new TCP connection. Chunked transfer-encoding is not
supported in HTTP/1.0 hence it is important to make sure that the client and server
are using the HTTP/1.1.
The limited number of TCP connections per domain is a bottleneck as the num-
ber of concurrent requests are limited on those TCP connections. TCP’s slow start
algorithm also plays a key role in overall performance when the number of TCP con-
nections per domain is small. During slow start, every TCP connection starts with
a small initial window and it takes time for the TCP to reach maximum throughput.
When there are multiple TCP connections, multiple objects are requested through
multiple TCP connections and we can minimize the effect of slow start. The browser
developers adopted the idea of increasing the number of parallel TCP connections
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per domain. The website content is not hosted on a single domain; rather the con-
tent is distributed over multiple sub-domains. In this case, a web browser can make
multiple requests over multiple TCP connections. Since the HTTP is a stateless
protocol, the server treats each request as an independent query and client receives
objects in a faster way. Currently, the maximum number of TCP connections per
domain has grown from 2 to 6 or 8. Opera 9 [43] is a good example of this. Multiple
TCP connections per domain is not a bottleneck when it comes to high bandwidth
networks with low latency.
In traditional HTTP, the client makes the requests and the server responds with
resources. The server is not allowed make any request or push a resource towards
the client. This has both positive and negative effects. An assumption can be
that a client wants only what it requests for. The resources pushed by the server
might not be useful, resulting in an additional latency due to inefficient use of
bandwidth. Another assumption can be that a client requires some suggestions,
meta-data, and navigation instructions through the website it visits for the first
time. In HTML5 [23] specification, there is provision for loading multimedia objects
or meta-data beforehand using the PRELOAD tag. In the latter case, the client
would prefer some server suggestions and hints. Another addition to server push
would be request prioritization. In HTTP client cannot prioritize the requests or
indicate the server to send the essential objects to render the website. Even though
the essential objects term is quite subjective, it could be useful for mobile devices
where bandwidth is limited.
Header and data compression have been a debatable topic over the years. The
question remains as what would be the gain in compressing the HTTP headers.
Even though the size of HTTP headers amount in few KB’s compared to the actual
payload, it can have a greater impact when the bandwidth is minimal. In addi-
tion, the redundant information in headers can be removed to optimize the header
contents. In HTTP, data compression is achieved by content encoding and transfer
encoding in HTTP/1.1. Issues concerning Page Load Time (PLT) in HTTP have
remained as a point of concern for most web developers and designers over the years.
The improvement solutions have always been a) increasing the number of connec-
tions per domain, b) optimizing the resource size, and c) distributing content over
multiple domains.
In contrast to HTTP, TCP has evolved independently as a main transport layer
protocol ensuring reliable transport. TCP has several parameters, which are op-
timized by different OS’s to get maximum performance. Congestion control algo-
rithms, buffer sizes, initial congestion window are few examples. One of the major
concerns of the Internet community regarding TCP is the debate on increasing the
initial congestion window (initcwnd) [9]. The initial congestion window determines
the number of packets a sender can transmit or on flight at the beginning of a TCP
transaction. The most common value of initcwnd used by Linux is 3 segments,
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which is almost equal to 4KB of Data. The most interesting part is that, almost
all the web transports are short-lived and they do not reach the maximum window
value at any point of time [25] as the transaction finishes before the TCP can reach
the maximum throughput. The slow start algorithm in TCP allows the congestion
window to grow exponentially as the packets are acknowledged. When a packet loss
occurs, the TCP falls in to congestion avoidance phase. There are many advantages
and disadvantages of having high initial congestion window, however, is not in the
scope of this thesis.
3.2 HTTP and New Proposals
This section discusses the areas of improvement in HTTP, mainly focusing on
header compression, request prioritization, and multiplexing.
3.2.1 Header Compression
According the experiments conducted by Google, only two third of the actual
compressible material in a web page is actually compressed [4]. Even though the
Google statistics are concentrating on content encoding, we are interested in the
header compression, which is approximately 200 bytes to 2KB. Both request and
response header size can be reduced using header compression.
Beneficiaries of header compression are the GPRS or WCDMA modems with low
up-link capacities, where the client requests face serialization latency. In addition,
the redundancy in the subsequent request/response headers can be avoided after the
initial negotiation. The overhead in this case is mainly on the server and client side.
Server and client should agree on the particular header compression method and have
straightforward rules on sending redundant header information. The processing load
on end devices increases compared to the uncompressed method but the data on wire
is reduced by sending small sized packets.
3.2.2 Request Prioritization
There could be instances when user is waiting for a particular resource and the
browser renders that particular object at the end. For example, when we try to
login to Gmail or Facebook, there are instances when the login box appears at the
end and objects like images, logos, advertisement, and other irrelevant text appears
first. From the end-user point of view, the user is more interested in the login box
than the other objects on the website. It would be interesting if the client can set
a high priority for the login box and server can push the login box first. In case
the objects are present in different sub-domains, the primary server cannot interfere
the transfer or push the objects. The client can request important objects using the
meta-data information.
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The request prioritization is a method by which client can prioritize the requests.
The client can obtain critical resources by placing a priority on each request. This
can be possible with pre-loading the meta-data of the website. This way client can
request the resources important for rendering. The request prioritization can also
be useful when user wants to navigate through the website even before it is fully
loaded. This ability to navigate or use the resources before the page is fully loaded
is a subjective measurement of page load time. Generally, the browsers create DOM
(Document Object Model) tree before creating a render tree. A render tree is used
for layout and painting the objects later. In some cases, browsers tend to show
the objects on the screen as soon as the objects are received from the server before
creating the render tree. The request prioritization can be used to speedup this
process. In such cases, the client can request for the most essential resources for the
user to browse the website, ignoring the advertisements or other irrelevant resources.
3.2.3 Multiplexing
The HTTP has the provision for pipelining but multiplexing or interleaved trans-
actions is not implemented in HTTP. Assuming multiplexing were available in
HTTP, it could send multiple objects interleaved in a single TCP connection. When
client needs an object from the server, it initiates a TCP connection and requests
the object from the server. If a TCP connection is already open, HTTP can make
use of its persistent connection feature and request the object from server. If we
consider the case, where client has already established a connection and it requires
an additional object from server. The client can either reuse the existing TCP con-
nection or open a new connection. Two possibilities are present here 1) client is in
the middle of receiving an object requested previously or 2) TCP connection is idle
and no data transfer is active. If we use multiplexing in the first case then the client
can request the additional object using the same active TCP connection. The client
saves the additional delay in establishing a new TCP connection by making use of
the existing active TCP connection. When the TCP connection is idle and no user
data is in flight, there is no need for multiplexing, as there is only one object to be
transferred. Multiplexing also solves the Head-of-Line blocking in HTTP pipelining.
Using multiplexing we can send the available objects immediately to the network
without waiting for the blocking response.
The Figure 8 describes how the pipelining works, we can consider three requests
(request-1, request-2 and request-3) and 3 responses (response-1, response-2 and
response-3 ). The requests are served in the order they are received. The response-2
and response-3 has to wait if the response-1 is not available immediately.
From the Figure 9, we can see that in case of multiplexing, the response is split
into smaller chunks and sent to network immediately. It can also be noted that
response-1 chunks are preceded by response-2 chunks and response-3 chunks. If
response-1 is not available immediately then the pending responses are prioritized
instead of waiting for the response-1.
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It has been a challenging question whether multiple TCP connections performs
better than multiplexing. The browsers open multiple TCP connections per sub-
domain. Some TCP connections are active only for short period. Therefore, it would
be optimal to reuse or multiplex the existing TCP connections. This way we can
save the time for the new TCP connection establishment. Opening multiple TCP
connection is always beneficial for the browsers when bandwidth is not a limiting
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factor. Multiplexing helps in low bandwidth scenarios such as GPRS and dial-up
connections.
3.3 SPDY, An Alternative Protocol
SPDY is a Google proposed application layer protocol. SPDY mainly tries to
reduce web latency by proposing some new techniques to improve the HTTP. There
are many goals for SPDY but the main aim is to reduce the page load time of
websites. SPDY makes substantial changes in the way HTTP behaves. In this thesis,
we are exploring the features of SPDY and experimenting with SPDY. The main aim
is to verify, whether the changes made by SPDY have any advantages on the web
browsing over high latency cellular data networks. So far, the results published using
SPDY protocol in comparison to HTTP was in a simulated environment. We are
testing the SPDY protocol performance over live commercial cellular data networks.
3.3.1 SPDY Features
Multiplexed Streams: SPDY uses fewer TCP connections per sub-domain. Data
streams are multiplexed over this single TCP connection for efficient use of TCP
connection. The data streams are tightly packed and make use of the existing TCP
connection. They are bidirectional data frames initiated by either client or server.
Streams are identified by stream ID’s. Client initiated streams have odd numbers
and server initiated streams have even numbers. A single TCP connection can
contains multiple streams.
Request prioritization: Client can set priority for the resources it needs from
the server hence it can get the high priority resource faster than the low priority
one’s. The client might block the requests in order to prevent the congestion over a
connection where bandwidth is limited.
Header compression: The client sends a lot of redundant header information. This
information is exchanged every time client requests a new page, this data can be
compressed and number bytes can be reduced by introducing header compression.
Header compression can bring significant reduction in size of request and response
headers.
Advanced features like server initiated data exchanges such as server push and
server hint have been proposed in SPDY. The resources which server thinks impor-
tant for the client can be pushed to client without client requesting for it. Server
hint can be used to give signals to the client about an important resource, resulting
in a client request and server response.
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3.4 TCP and New Proposals
There are many parameters in TCP which are optimized by many OS’s to achieve
maximum performance. However, in this thesis, we are primarily focusing on the
TCP’s initial congestion window.
3.4.1 Initial Congestion Window
Today, the initcwnd value is around 3 segments (almost 4KB of data), which is the
amount of data server can send during the initial phase of TCP transaction. Many of
the web transactions are short lived, therefore, most of the web transactions do not
reach the maximum TCP throughput. The value, initcwnd of 3 segments is small,
given the high bandwidth networks available today. High TCP initial congestion
windows, such as 10 segments can hold 14KB of data. Objects with size less than
30KB will be loaded in browsers within two RTT’s. There have been few studies
conducted about increasing the initial congestion window of TCP to a higher value.
The discussions lead to an adaptive scheme [28] of increasing the initial congestion
window and having a fixed value for initial congestion window.
If we take a high-speed network with high latency then the amount of data on
the wire/medium is huge, whereas a high speed network with low latency has less
data on wire/medium. Consider a HSPA network with 6 Mbps link speed and 100
ms RTT.
The Bandwidth Delay Product (BDP) will be 6× 106b/s× 10−1s = 6× 105 b or
75KB
Hence, 75KB is the amount of data present in network which is not acknowledged.
When we use initial window of 3 segments the network is under-utilized even though
the network can hold 75KB of data, when the window grows it will not reach the
maximum threshold as the web transactions are generally short lived.
There are advantages as well as disadvantages of having higher initial congestion
window. Advantages are reduction in latency, keeping up with the web object size in
today’s world, and support for the new loss recovery techniques like Limited Trans-
mit [8] and Early Retransmit [7]. Reduction in latency is mainly achieved due to
the reduction in RTT. Since the congestion window grows exponentially the number
of RTT’s will reduce. The web object size increases day by day. Transactions [9],
such as e-mails, updates such as weather information benefits from higher initial
congestion window. The beneficiaries of higher initial congestion window would be
small sized objects. If the initial congestion window is 10 segments then the size
on wire/medium is around 14KB. Objects with size equal to or less than 14KB will
load in the initial burst itself, whereas initial window of 3 segments would require
additional round trips to complete the same 14KB transaction.
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The disadvantages can be on the individual connection level or network level. On
an individual connection level, this can lead to an early congestion avoidance phase.
This could happen if there is packet loss resulting from small buffers in routers.
There can be cases where it would be better to start with initial congestion window
of 3 instead of a higher number. The losses can also initiate retransmission timeouts.
On the network level, large initial congestion window can lead to network congestion
if packet loss occurs. The higher initial window can also lead to spurious RTO on
low-bandwidth paths [9].
If we consider a perfect network with no congestion or packet loss then the TCP
window grows exponentially. When the TCP window reaches the slow start thresh-
old, TCP congestion window grows in additive increase or multiplicative increase
method. The Figure 10 is an example of a perfect network with no packet loss, high
slow start threshold value, and Maximum Segment Size (MSS) of 1460 bytes. We can
see that, TCP initial congestion window starts at three segments and 4KB of data
is transferred. When the ACK of three segments reach the sender, it increases the
TCP sender window to six segments. This process goes on until it reaches the TCP
slow start threshold. Hence, a high TCP initial congestion window can complete
the data transfer in lesser number of round trips. When a TCP initial congestion
window of 10 is used, 14KB of data is transferred in the initial burst. The effect of
initial window of 3 and initial window of 10 is shown in the figure RTT and TCP
initcwnd.
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The Figure 10, shows the behavior of TCP congestion window for every RTT. The
X-axis represents the RTT and Y-axis represents the cumulative data transferred in
KB. In TCP with delayed ACK, sender is sending ACK for every second segment
increasing the congestion window in the sequence 3, 4, 6, 9, 13 for initcwnd of three.
The sequence follows 10, 15, 22, 33, 49 for initcwnd of 10 whereas in quick ACK,
the TCP congestion window doubles after each RTT. The sequence follows 3, 6, 12,
24, 48 for initcwnd of 3 and 10, 20, 40, 80, 160 for initcwnd of 10.
3.4.2 Receive Window
Increasing the initial congestion window is not sufficient to achieve maximum
performance. We should make sure that receiver can accommodate the large initial
windows TCP sender is using. TCP has a receive window on the client side which is
advertised to the server in each packet server receives. The server can send only the
minimum of the TCP congestion window and receive window. If the client’s receive
window is not large enough to accommodate the server’s high initial congestion
window value, the server has to use the smaller sender window value. For example,
initial congestion window of 10 segments is equal to 14KB and receiver window size
is 10KB for Linux as shown in Table 2. This is cannot happen today as latest Linux
kernel versions (2.6 onwards) use auto tuning [54]. The receive window size depends
on the OS distribution [16].
Initial rwnd Size
OS Avg. Size
Linux 10KB
FreeBSD 58KB
Win 7 41KB
Mac 270KB
Table 2: Initial Avg. rwnd Size [16]
From the Table 2 we can see that the initial rwnd of the Linux is comparatively
small whereas Mac has the biggest initial rwnd value. Windows operating system
claims to have a dynamic receive window size which varies from 8KB to 64KB [41]
depending on the link speed.
3.5 Summary
In this section, we discussed about the shortcomings of current protocols. First
part discussed the shortcomings in HTTP and TCP. The features available in HTTP
and TCP, which are not used in current browsers, web servers, and proxies. Second
part proposed possible solutions or features that can be included in HTTP and TCP.
It also introduced the SPDY protocol proposed by Google and discussed the features
of the protocol. The next section describes the test setup that was created to test
the SPDY and TCP higher initial window.
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4 HTTP, TCP, and SPDY Test Setup
4.1 Importance of Measurements
In this section we describe the test setup created to measure the performance of
the SPDY protocol in comparison to HTTP protocol in cellular networks. The tar-
get was to analyze the impact on PLT, when using HTTP header compression, and
multiplexing in cellular networks, which are known for high latency and low band-
width conditions. The impact of an increased initial congestion window was another
point of interest in cellular networks. We developed an automated framework that
can measure the web performance parameters such as page load time, number of
TCP connections, and size transfer distributions. The detailed description of the
test setup is explained in the following sub-sections.
4.1.1 Test Bed and Setup
The test bed comprises a client (Google Chrome browser) and a server (customized
web server from Google, named Flip) interconnected by cellular data network. There
are a number of shell scripts running on both client and server sides which capture
the packets using tcpdump and processes the packet dumps to generate the results
and plots. The location of the test bed is NRC in Helsinki and Espoo, Finland.
We chose the locations based on the availability and better reception of GPRS and
HSPA networks. Most of the places in Finland do not have GPRS but EDGE. For
our tests we consider GPRS and HSPA as we wanted to test the extreme conditions
available in terms of bandwidth and technology.
4.1.2 Network Setup
The Figure 11 shows the detailed configuration of the test bed. The client side uses
two Nokia N95 mobile modems connected to a PC using USB cables. The mobile
phones are configured to be in either GPRS only mode or HSPA only mode. The
mobile operator is a Finnish carrier, TeliaSonera. For accessing the LTE network, we
use a LTE supported USB dongle. The client and server exchange tcpdumps and
other test related info through a dedicated LAN connection between them. This
second interface was required to exchange the tcpdumps without interrupting the
cellular data network testing.
The access networks for the tests are GPRS and HSPA. The GPRS network
has an average RTT of around 400 ms with a standard deviation of 30ms. The
average RTT is calculated using a ping of 64 bytes to the server 30 times before
the tests when the radio state is in IDLE. The downlink and uplink is 0.06 Mbps
and 0.02 Mbps respectively, measured using the website www.speakeasy.net meant
for calculating the bandwidth. The HSPA network has an average RTT around 100
ms with a standard deviation of 5 ms. The downlink and uplink is 3.0 Mbps and
0.37 Mbps respectively. The ISP is TeliaSonera in both access networks. The RTT
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Figure 11: Network Setup
and bandwidth values can be different depending on the time of the day and data
traffic. The Nokia N95 mobile phone specifications are given in the Table 3.
Nokia N95 Specification
Technology Uplink Downlink
WCDMA 850/1900(HSDPA) 384 Kbps 3.6 Mbps
GSM/EDGE 118.4 Kbps 177.6 Kbps
EGPRS Class B 177.6 Kbps 296 Kbps
Table 3: Nokia N95 Specification
4.1.3 Client Side Configuration
The client is Google Chrome browser hosted on a Linux based system with Ubuntu
distribution 10.4. The kernel version is 2.6.35.4. An updated version of the kernel
from the stock is mandatory, as most of the Linux distributions below the kernel
version 2.6.35.4 do not have provision for accommodating the TCP receiver window.
TCP receiver window is a crucial part when conducting the tests with high TCP
initial congestion window.
4.1.4 Server Side Configuration
The server is called Flip server and hosted on a PC running Linux (Debian) dis-
tribution. The Flip server can be built from the same Chromium repository [12] as
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Google Chrome. The server hosts the content in a pre-defined format and particular
website domains are divided as it is in the real world with sub-domains. We gener-
ated the database by visiting the desired websites to be tested using Chrome browser
in record-mode and dumped the recorded files in encoded format. This particular
procedure is Windows-specific. The Flip server can act as HTTP and SPDY server.
4.1.5 Changes From The Default Binaries
The binaries have been modified so that it fits to the test setup and scenarios.
The Flip server is based on the spec 2 [34] of SPDY draft. Hence, changes made
after the spec 2 release is not applicable to the results presented in this thesis.
4.1.6 Other Changes
One of the main exception in the test setup is the lack of DNS queries. In real
world, DNS queries introduce a significant amount of delay in web performance. The
delay can be from few milliseconds to several seconds. Since the server is hosted on
a single static IP address and testing procedure demands direct queries to server IP
address, DNS was omitted from the test setup.
4.1.7 Testing Methodology
The test work-flow is controlled by shell scripts running on both ends. The steps
are given below.
Step 1 . The shell scripts on the client invokes the Chrome browser, Flip server,
and the tcpdump on the client and the server network interfaces.
Step 2 . The shell scripts sleep for a particular amount of time to make sure that
there is no data transfer during that time and radio state is in IDLE. This
procedure is repeated before every test.
Step 3 . The desired website is requested in a Chrome browser by invoking the
desired command line switches.
Step 4 . The packets are captured during the whole testing process and stored in
MySQL database for batch processing. At the end of the tests, the tcpdump
data is processed for generating desired statistics.
Step 5 . A native C program, developed for analyzing tcpdump is used to measure
the Page Load Time (PLT). When the webpage is loaded, tcpdump is stopped.
Step 6 . The steps 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are repeated for different test cases.
We measure the start time by checking the timestamp of the first SYN packet
sent from client and to measure the end time, we measure the timestamp of the last
packet to arrive at the client from the server before an idle period of 10 seconds.
The idle period is assumed to be the end of webpage load and the packet to arrive
before the idle time is considered the last packet.
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4.2 Test Cases
Various test cases were developed to analyze the HTTP protocol improvements.
First is the comparison between SPDY and HTTP. Second is the increased TCP
initial congestion window. Third test case is the 200ms artificial delay between
server and client to simulate the real world mobile browsing scenario where RTT
is high. Fourth is the SYN to SYN-ACK delay, measured in GPRS, HSPA and
LTE networks. In the original test setup, the latency in GPRS and HSPA network
is mainly channel transition delay and radio network latency. In the real world,
depending on the location of server there is a delay which ranges from 10ms to
400ms.
4.2.1 Test Cases in Detail
We consider a blend of SPDY and HTTP protocol variants. The aim is to measure
the gain in Page Load Time (PLT) when using SPDY, whereas we are also analyz-
ing the effect of large initial congestion window and number of TCP connections
per domain. We are evaluating the following test cases in GPRS, HSPA and LTE
networks. All of these four protocol variants are tested over GPRS, HSPA, and LTE
networks, which make 16 test cases.
Test Cases
Network initcwnd Protocol Max. Parallel TCP connections
GPRS
3 HTTP 6 per domain
3 SPDY 1 per domain
10 HTTP 6 per domain
10 SPDY 1 per domain
HSPA
3 HTTP 6 per domain
3 SPDY 1 per domain
10 HTTP 6 per domain
10 SPDY 1 per domain
LTE
3 HTTP 6 per domain
3 SPDY 1 per domain
10 HTTP 6 per domain
10 SPDY 1 per domain
LTE - 200 ms
3 HTTP 6 per domain
3 SPDY 1 per domain
10 HTTP 6 per domain
10 SPDY 1 per domain
Table 4: Test Cases
The SYN to SYN-ACK delay test cases were introduced to find the radio bearer
setup delays in GPRS, HSPA and LTE networks. When a SYN packet is sent, it
wakes up the radio and makes it move from IDLE state to FACH or DCH in HSPA
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network. In GPRS and LTE network, the state transitions are not significant as
they are in CONNECTED state almost all the time. We measured the SYN to
SYN-ACK delay in three different HSPA networks in Finland, named DNA, Elisa,
and Sonera.
Operators GPRS HSPA LTE
Sonera X X X
Elisa × X ×
DNA × X ×
Table 5: SYN to SYN-ACK Delay Measured in Different Finnish Operators
4.2.2 The Reason for Choosing Different Test Cases
We wanted to know how header compression, multiplexing helps in HTTP. Hence,
we chose SPDY as the competitive protocol. Apart from improving the way HTTP
behaves, our interest spanned over TCP initial congestion window. This lead to the
test cases with TCP initial window of 3 segments and TCP initial window of 10
segments.
4.2.3 Websites and Properties
Website Domains Objects
Baidu.com 2 7
Bing.com 5 16
Amazon.com 8 82
Craiglist.org 4 8
Ebay.com 12 38
Facebook.com 3 15
Imdb.com 13 82
Kernel.org 1 15
Linkedin.com 7 15
Megatuutti.fi 1 2
Ovi.com 4 39
Wikipedia.org 5 16
Wordpress.com 13 48
Yahoo.com 8 54
Youtube.com 8 22
Website Domains Objects
Cnet.com 22 160
Microsoft.com 14 78
Spotify.com 6 27
Nytimes.com 20 140
Qq.com 16 86
Iltalehti.fi 8 204
Hs.fi 20 226
Yle.fi 7 64
Mtv3.fi 8 120
Aol.com 15 75
Cnn.com 12 125
Espn.com 18 88
Tumblr.com 4 21
Bbc.co.uk 11 65
Ask.com 10 34
Table 6: Website and Properties
The table 6 shows the websites we used for testing. First column is the names
of websites tested. Second column is the number of sub-domains in each website.
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This is mainly to verify the nature of SPDY regarding the single TCP connection
per domain policy. Last column gives information about the number of objects in
each website. The size of the website on disk cannot be calculated accurately as the
web pages are stored in encoded format.
4.3 Summary
In this section we discussed the test setup for the measurement and the specifi-
cation of the access networks and devices used for the measurements. This section
also discusses about the various test cases and the reason for selecting them. Apart
from that, this section describes the properties of the websites used for testing. In
the next section we will analyze the results obtained from the measurement studies.
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5 HTTP, TCP and SPDY Results
In this section, we present the data and results gathered from our tests. We dis-
cuss the SYN to SYN-ACK round-trip time in radio networks, payload and header
compression, the gain in PLT when using SPDY, the reduction in number of TCP
connection per domain, and the effect of initial congestion window in cellular net-
works. The results presented are based on more than 100 iterations for each protocol.
5.1 SYN to SYN-ACK Round-Trip Time Measurements
The establishment of a TCP connection is characterized by a Three-way hand-
shake. The client sends a SYN packet to the server, server responds with a SYN-
ACK packet and client completes the Three-way handshake by sending an ACK
packet. In HSPA network, the radio bearer should be in FACH or DCH state to
send or receive any packets. Since the test setup lacks the DNS, the radio is in
IDLE state at the beginning of the tests. The first packet sent to the network is
the SYN packet from the client. We measured the time duration between sending
a SYN packet and recieving a SYN-ACK packet. This time or delay roughly esti-
mates to the radio state transition delay and network delay in cellular data network.
The measurement study was performed on three major mobile phone operators in
Finland namely Sonera, Elisa, and DNA. These measurements have been performed
using Nokia-N95 device hence there can be alterations in the radio state transition
delays as the newer devices employs better technologies to reduce the radio state
transition delays.
From the Figure 12 we can see that, all the three operators have more than 1.5
seconds delay between SYN and SYN-ACK exchange in HSPA network. In case of
Elisa the delay goes well beyond 2 seconds whereas Sonera and DNA networks seems
to be in the range of 1.5 to 2 seconds range. One important fact to understand from
this measurement is that we can reduce this delay by sending a DNS query or any
relevant packets to the network to wake up the radio network. Such pre-activation
of radio network would remove the state transition delay from the above-mentioned
SYN to SYN-ACK round-trip delay. Another important fact to be considered is the
effect of this delay on page load time. The elimination of such delay can give 1.5-2
seconds reduction in page load time of websites.
The next step involved measuring the similar delay in GPRS, HSPA, and LTE
networks. We measured the SYN to SYN-ACK round-trip delay in Sonera network.
HSPA round-trip delay values were taken from the earlier measurements and GPRS
round-trip delay values fell between 0.5 second to 1 second. This is an indication that
the timers of radio state transition delay in GPRS is smaller compared to HSPA
networks. Hence, the reduction of SYN to SYN-ACK round-trip time in GPRS
network would fetch the pages 0.5 second to 1 second earlier than the actual page
load time. In the LTE network the delay is comparatively small and the numerical
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Figure 12: SYN to SYN-ACK Round-Trip Time : Three Mobile Operators in Fin-
land
values are below 100 ms. The distribution of delay in GPRS, HSPA, and LTE
network is shown in the Figure 13.
5.2 Size of Websites using HTTP and SPDY Protocols
There is a significant reduction in total payload when using SPDY. The Figure 14
shows the percentage reduction in payload using SPDY in comparison to HTTP. The
X-axis represents the websites tested and Y-axis represents the percentage reduction
in total payload when using SPDY. SPDY employs only the header compression
hence the total payload compression over SPDY is the result of request and response
header compression. We can see that total payload compression ranges from 0.47%
to 11.86%. The average compression over 30 websites is 4.59%.
From the Figure 15, we can see the request header compression in SPDY. The
request header compression is calculated by comparing the HTTP and SPDY GET
requests and finding the size difference between them. We can see that the request
header compression in all the cases is above 50%. High request header compression
can help in networks where the uplink is low. In those cases, the browser will be able
to make the GET requests size small. In some cases, the request header compression
is above 80%. The average request header compression over 30 websites is 72.19%.
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Figure 13: SYN to SYN-ACK Round-Trip Time : Sonera GPRS and HSPA Net-
works
The Table 7 presents the website, amount of data transferred using HTTP and
SPDY, and the percentage gain in size using SPDY compared to HTTP.
5.3 HTTP, SPDY, and TCP Results on GPRS and HSPA
Networks
This sub-section covers the HTTP and SPDY comparison results in GPRS and
HSPA networks. The page load time is the main criteria in all of the tests. Two
types of plots are presented for every website tested. The first plot is the page load
time plot, which represents page load time for every website and compares it with
different protocol variants. Second one shows the amount of bytes transferred over
time for HTTP and SPDY protocols.
In case of page load time plots, the elements in the X-axis represent the proto-
col variants. HTTP-iw3 implies the HTTP protocol with a TCP initial congestion
window of 3 segments. A similar naming convention is used throughout this docu-
ment. The Y-axis represents the page load time in seconds. The quartile samples
are plotted with the middle points as median.
We have measured the number of TCP connections used by each protocol. The
number of TCP connections is the number of successful TCP connection estab-
lishments made. In case of SPDY, some cases might show more number of TCP
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Figure 15: Request Header Compression
connection than it is supposed to use. SPDY uses the SSL handshake for checking
the SPDY compatibility. Since the test setup uses the SPDY version without the
SSL negotiation, the browser is not aware of the SPDY protocol in the beginning of
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Website Size (HTTP) Size (SPDY) Size Difference
Baidu.com 11.8KB 10.4KB 13.4%
Bing.com 100KB 95.6KB 4.6%
Amazon.com 564KB 540.9KB 4.2%
Craiglist.org 41.3KB 39.7KB 4.0%
Ebay.com 279.5KB 265.3KB 5.3%
Facebook.com 144.7KB 140.6KB 2.9%
Imdb.com 1226.8KB 1201.5KB 2.1%
Kernel.org 85.3KB 81.5KB 4.6%
Linkedin.com 121KB 116.7KB 3.6%
Megatuutti.fi 4.3KB 3.9KB 10.2%
Ovi.com 1599.2KB 1588.9KB 0.6%
Wikipedia.org 94KB 87.5KB 7.4%
Wordpress.com 386.6KB 367.7KB 5.1%
Yahoo.com 425.1KB 405.5KB 4.8%
Youtube.com 227KB 221.6KB 2.4%
Cnet.com 842.2KB 762.2KB 10.4%
Microsoft.com 681KB 650.4KB 4.7%
Spotify.com 807.9KB 798.5KB 1.1%
Nytimes.com 977.2KB 920.2KB 6.1%
Qq.com 472KB 451.7KB 4.4%
Iltalehti.fi 2822.1KB 2750.7KB 2.5%
Hs.fi 1680.1KB 1612.4KB 4.1%
Yle.fi 802.8KB 780.5KB 2.8%
Mtv3.fi 1561.8KB 1527.4KB 2.2%
Aol.com 682.4KB 647.5KB 5.3%
Cnn.com 905.7KB 878.4KB 3.1%
Espn.com 800KB 735.4KB 8.7%
Tumblr.com 1222.4KB 1216.7KB 0.4%
Bbc.co.uk 638.2KB 567.6KB 12.4%
Nokia.com 115.7KB 112.2KB 3.1%
Ask.com 245.5KB 236.2KB 3.9%
Table 7: HTTP and SPDY Transfer Size
the transaction. Hence it makes many number of TCP connections considering the
bandwidth and delay parameters.
The second plot represents the amount of bytes transferred over time for the initial
congestion window of 3 and 10. X-axis represents the time in seconds whereas Y-
axis represents the amount of bytes transferred. The data over HTTP is marked
with dark color line with star symbols and data over SPDY is marked with light
color line with plus symbols. Every line has two symbols; the triangle on every
line represents the TCP SYN packets whereas the circle represents the HTTP GET
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requests. The transfer rate plot helps us understand when the SYN packets and
HTTP GET requests are sent.
5.3.1 Test Case - Amazon.com
Taking the example of amazon.com, which has 8 domains and 82 objects. The
size of the website over HTTP is 564KB and size over SPDY is 540.9KB. We can
see the page load time plot for GPRS and HSPA networks, and transfer rate plot
for initial congestion window of 3 and 10.
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Figure 16: PLT in GPRS and HSPA Network for Amazon.com
From the Figure 16, it can be seen that in GPRS network, page load time of
amazon over SPDY is 110.35 seconds whereas over HTTP it is 131.48 seconds.
SPDY saves around 21 seconds in GPRS network. From the Figure 17, we can
observe the size reduction due to header compression is the difference between the
lengths of each protocol lines in the graph. The analysis of tcpdump shows that
the number of TCP connections used by SPDY for amazon is is only 8. Amazon
has 8 domains and with the help of multiplexing SPDY uses those 8 connections to
fetch the objects from server. In HSPA network, it can be seen that the page load
time of amazon over SPDY is 10.55 seconds whereas over HTTP it is 11.58 seconds.
SPDY saves around 1 second in HSPA network. When we count the number of TCP
connections, the SPDY variant uses the same 8 TCP connections.
From the Figure 18, we can also see that SPDY makes all the requests in the
beginning of the transfer itself which is provisioned by the multiplexing feature,
whereas HTTP makes the requests in a sequential order. The number of TCP
connection used by HTTP is 28 but the number of TCP connections used effectively
to transfer data is 22. The effect of initial congestion window is not seen in amazon,
as the size of website is more than 500KB.
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Figure 17: Transfer Rate Plot for initcwnd of 3 in GPRS
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Figure 18: Transfer Rate Plot for initcwnd of 3 in HSPA
5.3.2 Test Case - Facebook.com
Taking the example of facebook.com, which has 3 domains and 15 objects. The
size of the website over HTTP is 144.7KB and size over SPDY is 140.6KB. We can
see the page load time plot for GPRS and HSPA networks and transfer rate plot for
initial congestion window of 3 and 10.
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Figure 19: PLT in GPRS and HSPA Network for Facebook.com
From the Figure 19, it is clear that the page load time in GPRS network for face-
book using HTTP is 33.41 whereas SPDY gains 2.46 seconds. The initial congestion
window does not seem to have any influence in the case of facebook. Number of
TCP connection used by facebook for HTTP is 9 and SPDY is 3. In HSPA networks,
the page load time for facebook using HTTP is 5.23 and the gain using SPDY is
0.47 seconds. The initial congestion window does not seem to have much influence
in the case of facebook. Number of TCP connection used by facebook for HTTP is
7 and SPDY is 3.
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Figure 20: Transfer Rate Plot for initcwnd of 3 in GPRS
From the Figure 20, it is clearly visible that facebook does not gain from multiplex-
ing. The difference between the page load times is clearly emerging from the header
compression, which is close to 4KB. SPDY uses 3 TCP connections to transfer the
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website and open 5 connections in the beginning unaware of the SPDY protocol.
HTTP opens 9 TCP connections and uses 8 of them for data transfer. Higher initial
congestion window seems to have no influence in the case of facebook.com.
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Figure 21: Transfer Rate Plot for initcwnd of 3 in HSPA
From the Figure 21, it is visible that SPDY gains much from multiplexing. In the
HTTP curve, we can observe the period of 3 to 4 seconds clearly brings the difference
between HTTP and SPDY. SPDY makes many HTTP GET requests during that
time and overtake HTTP. Such cases are seen in other websites as well. SPDY uses
3 TCP connections to transfer the website and open 6 connections in the beginning
unaware of the SPDY protocol. HTTP opens 7 TCP connections and uses 6 of them
for data transfer. Higher initial congestion window seems to have no influence in
the case of facebook.com.
5.3.3 Test Case - Baidu.com
Taking the example of baidu.com, which has 2 domains and 7 objects. The size
of the website over HTTP is 11.8KB and size over SPDY is 10.4KB. We can see the
page load time plot in GPRS and HSPA networks, and transfer rate plot for initial
congestion window of 3 and 10.
From the Figure 22, we can see that in GPRS network the page load time for
HTTP is 7.02 seconds whereas SPDY loads the page in 4.73 seconds. This is a con-
siderable improvement in general and compared to the size of the website. Number
of TCP connections used in HTTP is 6 and 2 in SPDY protocol. In HSPA network,
we can see that the page load time for HTTP is 3.22 seconds whereas SPDY loads
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Figure 22: PLT in GPRS and HSPA Network for Baidu.com
the page in 3.10 seconds. This is not a noticeable improvement, as the user cannot
perceive the gain in few milliseconds. Number of TCP connections used is 4 for
HTTP and 2 for SPDY protocol.
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Figure 23: Transfer Rate Plot for initcwnd of 3 in GPRS
From the Figure 23, we can see that the multiplexing feature helps SPDY here.
Around the time line of 3rd second SPDY makes 3 HTTP GET requests and com-
pletes the page load faster than the HTTP counterpart. Header compression seems
to be very minimal which is 1.4KB. The number of TCP connection effectively used
by SPDY is 2. HTTP opens 6 TCP connections and uses 4 TCP connections for
data transfer. Higher initial congestion window is not effective in this case.
From the Figure 24, we can see that the effect of header compression is minimal.
Multiplexing helps the SPDY protocol to issue the request using the existing TCP
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Figure 24: Transfer Rate Plot for initcwnd of 3 in HSPA
connection and save the round trip time to establish the TCP connection. The
number of TCP connection effectively used by SPDY is 2. HTTP opens 4 TCP
connections and uses 4 TCP connections for data transfer. Higher initial congestion
window is not effective in this case. The SYN to SYN-ACK delay is above 1.5
seconds in this case as well. The reduction of this delay can make the PLT values
lesser by 1.5 seconds.
5.3.4 Test Case - Bing.com
Taking the example of bing.com, which has 5 domains and 7 objects. The size of
the website over HTTP is 100KB and size over SPDY is 95.6KB. We can see the
page load time plot in GPRS and HSPA networks, and transfer rate plot for initial
congestion window of 3 and 10.
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Figure 25: PLT in GPRS and HSPA Network for Bing.com
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From the Figure 25, we can see that in GPRS network, HTTP takes 27.60 seconds
to load whereas SPDY saves around 4 seconds. The size of website is around 100 KB
and header compression is 4.4KB. Number of TCP connections used by HTTP is 12
whereas SPDY uses 5 connections. In HSPA network, we can see that HTTP takes
5.52 seconds to load where as SPDY saves 1 second. Number of TCP connections
used by HTTP is 8 whereas SPDY uses 5 connections.
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Figure 26: Transfer Rate Plot for initcwnd of 3 in GPRS
From the Figure 26, we can see that the difference in performance starts when
HTTP tries to open TCP connections and waits for the connections establishment
where as SPDY sends out HTTP GET requests on the same TCP connection, utiliz-
ing the multiplexing feature. SPDY uses only 5 TCP connections for effective data
transfer. In case of HTTP, 12 TCP connections are opened and only 8 connections
are used for actual data transfer. Higher initial congestion window seems to have
no effect in this case as well.
From the Figure 27, we can see that the difference in performance starts when
HTTP tries to open TCP connections and waits for the connections establishment
whereas SPDY sends out HTTP GET requests on the same TCP connection, uti-
lizing the multiplexing feature. Header compression is minimal in this case. SPDY
opens 5 TCP connections and uses 5 TCP connections for effective data transfer.
In case of HTTP, 8 TCP connections are opened and only 7 connections are used
for actual data transfer. Higher initial congestion window seems to have no effect
in this case as well.
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Figure 27: Transfer Rate Plot for initcwnd of 3 in HSPA
5.4 Summary of Results in GPRS
The Figure 28 compares the gain over HTTP initcwnd 3 by other protocol vari-
ants. The X-axis represents the % gain over HTTP initcwnd 3. All the three
variants HTTP initcwnd 10, SPDY initcwnd 3 and SPDY initcwnd 10 are show in
the Figure 28. We can see that HTTP with initcwnd 10 shows negative effect in
few websites and do not show any improvement over many websites. HTTP with
initcwnd 10 shows maximum improvement of 6% in one of the websites. SPDY
with initcwnd 3 and SPDY with initcwnd 10 performs almost equal. There is no
significant advantage in using initcwnd 10 in SPDY. Hence using SPDY in GPRS
network can be beneficial, whereas the initcwnd 10 is not helping in GPRS network.
5.5 Summary of Results in HSPA
The Figure 29 compares the gain over HTTP initcwnd 3 in HSPA network. HTTP
with initcwnd 10 shows improvement close to 7% in one of the websites. Unlike in
GPRS network, HSPA network benefits slightly with initcwnd 10. When we look
at the SPDY performance, both SPDY with initcwnd 3 and SPDY with initcwnd
10 performs better than HTTP with initcwnd 3. The improvements are in positive
ranges, reaching close to 20% in some websites. Hence using SPDY in HSPA network
will lead to better page load time of websites and use of initcwnd 10 can be beneficial
in some scenarios.
One important fact to notice here is the SYN to SYN-ACK delay. Even though
first SYN is sent at 0 seconds, the first HTTP GET request is made approximately
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Figure 28: GPRS, Comparing HTTP and SPDY Variants
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Figure 29: HSPA, Comparing HTTP and SPDY Variants
after 1.8 seconds. The value 1.8 seconds is the median of SYN to SYN-ACK delays
measured in HSPA network. This is not specific to any particular website but it
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applies to all the websites tested over HSPA network. We removed the 1.8 seconds
delay from all the page load time values and calculated the gain over HTTP with
initial congestion of 3 to other protocols. The Figure 30 shows the gain over HTTP
with initial congestion window of 3. We can see that if we reduce the radio delay in
mobile networks, SPDY can be more efficient than HTTP.
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Figure 30: HSPA without Radio Delay, Comparing HTTP and SPDY Variants
5.6 Some Preliminary Tests in LTE
Some preliminary tests were conducted in LTE network of Sonera comparing
SPDY and HTTP. 15 websites were tested on LTE network and some interesting
conclusions were made in the process.
5.6.1 LTE Results
From Figure 31, it is very clear that in faster networks where the bandwidth
is high and latency is low, the SPDY protocol is not able to make any impact in
terms of performance. This is mainly due to the small RTT’s. The time required to
establish another TCP connection in HTTP is small hence using the less number of
TCP connection of Multiplexing does not help here. Higher bandwidth offers better
performance of TCP by eliminating the congestion hence there is no significant
packet loss.
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Figure 31: LTE, Comparing HTTP and SPDY Variants
There is no significant performance gain in using SPDY as the network is consid-
ered really fast in terms of bandwidth and latency. The effect of SPDY is seen only
in cases with low bandwidth and high latency. The aim of this test was to figure
out the effect of higher TCP initial congestion window in HTTP. RTT in LTE close
to 25 ms, the extra RTT for ACK in case of initial window of three with quick-ack
enabled receiver is negligible. The initial window of 10 gives a head start but initial
window of 3 is optimal when the RTT is low. The case is similar with SPDY; the
difference is not big with initial window of 10 or initial window of 3.
5.7 LTE Results with 200 ms Delay
To find out the behavior of SPDY in high bandwidth and high latency networks,
200 ms delay was added between the client and server machines. The value 200 ms
was chosen as the most of the servers within Finland were having a RTT of 100 ms
and we wanted a real world RTT value, which is comparable to the servers in North
America or Asia. Hence, the delay in LTE is now equal to normal delay and the
additional 200 ms. This value is estimated around 225 ms. When the latency is
low, the cost of opening a new TCP connection is negligible. When the extra delay
is added, a TCP connection establishment takes more than 225ms. Since SPDY is
using single TCP connection per domain and HTTP used multiple TCP connection
per domain, this additional delay is beneficial for SPDY protocol. Since the latency
is high, BDP is also big enough to fill the wire or medium.
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Figure 32: LTE with 200ms Delay, Comparing HTTP and SPDY variants
From Figure 32, we can clearly see the impact of SPDY in some cases and the
most significant thing is the effect of initial congestion window. The TCP initial
congestion window of 10 has gain over TCP initial congestion window of 3. In
HSPA and GPRS network, SPDY with initcwnd 3 and 10 were very close in terms
of performance improvement. In LTE with 200ms delay, initcwnd 10 in HTTP and
SPDY performs better than SPDY with initcwnd 3.
The impact of SPDY over HTTP with added delay is seen in some cases but it
is does not hold true for all websites. From a user experience point of view, the
gain is not significant. The TCP initial congestion window of 10 has clear impact
in all cases because the BDP is high and RTT for establishing a TCP connection is
around 200 ms. This 200 ms delay can be a challenge for TCP initial window of 3
as the RTT is high and it cannot compete with TCP initial congestion window of
10. The extra delay gives added advantage of TCP initial congestion window of 10.
From the above results, it can be concluded that in LTE network with high band-
width and low latency, the use of SPDY or HTTP do not make any significant
difference in performance. The use of initcwnd 10 is neither beneficial nor harmful
in LTE network. At the same time, high bandwidth and high latency network can
benefit from SPDY as it effectively uses the multiplexing feature. The higher initial
congestion window is also helpful in high latency network.
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5.8 Summary of Results in All Networks
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The Figure 33 compares the SPDY with initcwnd 3 against HTTP with initcwnd
3 in all 4 types of networks. X-axis represents the SPDY initcwnd 3 gain over HTTP
initcwnd 3. The gain using SPDY initcwnd 3 is plotted in GPRS, HSPA, HSPA
without radio delay, LTE, and LTE with 200 ms delays networks.
From the Figure 33, we can see that in LTE network the use of SPDY do not give
any significant gain in page load time. In LTE network with 200ms delay, we can
see that depending on the website the gain can be more than 10%. One important
point to keep in mind is that, in LTE networks the relative gain is low compared to
GPRS or HSPA network. When we look at the GPRS network, we can see that most
of the websites tested shows positive improvement in page load time. The HSPA
network also exhibits the same performance as GPRS network. The HSPA without
the radio delay shows advantage over SPDY as the 1.8 seconds delay is deducted
from the PLT values. Hence, it can be concluded that networks with high latency
and low bandwidth or networks with high latency and high bandwidth can benefit
from SPDY.
The Figure 34 shows the trend of SPDY performance over different cellular access
networks. The X-axis represents the RTT and the Y-axis represents the Bit rate. In
GPRS network, SPDY gains around 8%, which has the highest RTT. The 8% gain is
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Figure 34: Comparing SPDY Performance over All Access Networks
equal to 3 seconds savings in actual PLT. The performance improvement in GPRS
is mainly due to the header compression. In HSPA network without the radio delay,
the gain using SPDY is 12.5%. The gain in PLT is close to 1 second in real-time.
In LTE network, The SPDY has 0.3% improvement which is insignificant. When
we look at the LTE network with 200ms delay, we can see that SPDY gains around
5.25%. This value translates to 0.23 seconds in real-time. All the above values are
the median of PLT in different cellular access networks. Considering the trend, we
can predict that SPDY will perform optimal in high bandwidth and high latency
networks.
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6 Related Work and Proposals
6.1 Proposals and Measurement Studies
Along with SPDY, there have been numerous attempts to improve HTTP. In the
HTTP area, it is more towards enabling caching [22] [18] and adding extensions [45].
HTTP supports reverse and forward proxies [19], which makes it ideal for the addi-
tion of middle boxes. The use of DNS names to point data makes the data mobility
possible with the use of CDNs. A proposal came in 2001 to replace HTTP with a
protocol called Dual-HTTP (DHTTP) [49] which splits the traffic between TCP and
UDP, and uses a server initiated TCP connection for transactions. A complete re-
placement of HTTP for another protocol is difficult because of its popularity. There
are additional services like HTTP live streaming implemented on HTTP. None of
these services is changing the fundamental behavior of HTTP.
From the radio perspective, there have been studies [47] [48] [11] performed on dif-
ferent carriers. The first study concentrates on the state promotions caused by many
applications in UMTS network. The study shows how the applications can smartly
use the state promotions for better energy efficiency and reduction in latency. The
results and conclusion in the first study lead to the invention of Tail Optimization
Protocol (TOP). TOP concentrates on the inefficient inactivity timers for the state
demotions. The protocol suggests an efficient way to reduce the state demotion
delays by making changes in the user-end applications. The solution has an ad-
vantage, as the changes are not implemented in cellular infrastructure. There is a
recent study on the tail end power saving mechanism called TailTheft [33]. This
study explores the aspect of using the tail time by effectively utilizing the resources.
The study claims a save in energy consumption from 20% to 34% in different cases.
In terms of user-experience there has been many studies conducted. One of the
stdies [29] conducted in Hongkong, London and Newyork in 2007 Spring, shows how
the full web content and tailored web content are accepted in user groups. Depending
on the geography and user community, both type of contents were accessed. One
main reason for using tailored web content was the fast delivery of optimized content.
When users wanted to access the full content, they preferred the full web content.
The study [53], which covers the user reviews about the mobile tailored website and
the hardware recommendation for the mobile devices. The paper also suggests a
new generation mobile tailored website versions, which can support new protocols
and formatting languages. There is another study [56], which shows the usability of
mobile web browsing by comparing the mobile web browsing to desktop browsing. It
mainly concentrates on the narrow long screen display and extensive scrolling issues
in mobile web browsing.
On the browser development area, Amazon has introduced a browser called Silk
[61] based on SPDY. The silk uses split browser architecture with the following
features. The silk browser resides on mobile client and amazon cloud server. The
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main features of silk are shorter transit times, computing power using amazon cloud
servers, persistent connection to the cloud, page indexing, and machine learning.
The core networks connected to the amazon cloud ensures the short transit times.
The cloud servers retrieves the web pages for the mobile browser hence the comput-
ing load and battery consumption is low. Silk always keeps a persistent connection
to the amazon cloud, which reduces the time to open a new TCP connection, and
incorporates multiplexing. The page-indexing feature enables the cloud server to
cache the static content and make it readily available for use. The machine-learning
feature is similar to server push functionality in SPDY whereas in silk the cloud
server keeps the history of user navigation and learns from it.
In the TCP area, there has been also some effort like Stream Control Transmis-
sion Protocol (SCTP) [59], Structured Stream Transport (SST) [20], SMUX [21],
etc. SCTP is a transport protocol mainly designed to deal with the issues with
TCP such as Head-of-Line Blocking (HOL), the stream-oriented nature, the in-
ability for multi-homing, and the DOS-like (Denial Of Service) SYN attacks. The
key features of SCTP are multiplexed streams and congestion avoidance similar to
TCP. There have been some comparison studies on how HTTP will behave on top
of SCTP and TCP [27]. Another protocol with similar properties is the SST. The
main features are the Multiplexed streams, no three-way handshakes, and Dynamic
Prioritization of streams or objects. Datagrams are the main transport element
of SST. There is another protocol named SMUX which is a session layer protocol
providing multiplexing and stream oriented transport.
Another major initiative by Google [16] is proposed in IETF proceedings and is
making some progress. The draft proposes an increase of TCP initial congestion
window to 10 segments as specified in RFC 3390 [9]. The draft discusses the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of having a higher TCP initial window, the experiments
conducted to prove the claims as well as some key findings about how the web ap-
plications will benefit from higher TPC initial window. The draft also discusses
the cost to the network, individual connections, and the future test plans. A simi-
lar work is proposed in the draft [28] exploring an adaptive scheme for increasing
the TCP initial congestion window over long time scale. The draft proposes an
algorithm that is feedback based. Depending on the network errors and feedback
received, the TCP initial congestion window is raised. The values, which are not
suitable for the network are omitted. The adaptive scheme seems to be promising
compared to the fixed value for initcwnd.
There is another draft [26] in IETF, which analyses the impact of higher initial
congestion window. Some of the causes listed are the multiple parallel TCP connec-
tions to same domain used by browsers, badly configured buffers in the user end,
and large number of embedded objects in webpages. Author also talks about the
lack of support for HTTP pipelining and badly configured buffers. As a solution, the
author proposes the implementation of HTTP pipelining subsequently going back
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to the 2 TCP connection per domain, implementation of SPDY, and different types
of DIffServ deployments in user and network end.
Netalyzr [30] is a similar study done to measure properties such as NAT behav-
ior, DNS issues, TCP/UDP service reachability, access link buffering, HTTP cache
prevalence, and latency. The use of these types of tools in cellular networks can
produce valuable research material.
6.2 Future Work
Features like request prioritization, server push and server hint need to be in-
vestigated further. Although Flip server replicates a commercial web server, the
feasibility of implementing SPDY in production-ready servers has to be verified.
Google has already deployed the SPDY protocol in their production servers for the
services running over SSL. The implementation details, however, needs to be ex-
plored further. The experiments conducted in this thesis used HTTP and SPDY
protocols without SSL, though the SPDY specification recommends the use the SSL.
The test setup can be improved further by introducing SSL. Introducing SSL brings
additional RTT’s for the SSL negotiation, which might not be efficient as SPDY
without SSL. There is room for exploring the SSL negotiating part and implemen-
tation details of SPDY as a part of the future work.
The SPDY needs to be tested extensively on WLAN and future networks like
LTE, in order to understand its network behavior. The tests conducted for this
thesis are preliminary hence there is more scope to perform some more tests in LTE
with delay, packet loss, and altering the buffer size in network. The future work
could also include the different network buffer size experiments comparing HTTP
and SPDY. There is room for testing the SPDY on applications, which uses HTTP,
E-mail services, and other application updates.
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7 Conclusion
The thesis discusses the issues in mobile web browsing and network protocols such
as HTTP and TCP. It investigates the current issues in mobile web browsing and
proposes some ways to improve the current schemes. The proposals include radio
latency reduction, DNS pre-fetching, DNS pre-resolution, HTTP pipelining, intel-
ligent assignment of TCP connections in HTTP, and HTTP header and payload
compression. We observed that some of the current browsers have already imple-
mented or planning to implement the above mentioned improvement suggestions.
The main part of the thesis covers the alternative protocol performance in com-
parison to HTTP. The alternative protocol chosen for the study was SPDY protocol
as it offers multiplexing, header compression, and efficient use of TCP connections.
Performance results are evaluated in terms of Page Load Time of a website. The re-
sults show that websites using SPDY protocol loads the pages faster than the HTTP
protocol. Although the improvement in PLT ranges from 1.44% to 21.83% over 30
websites in HSPA network and 0% to 32.85% in 26 websites on GPRS network. It
can be more or less when we use real world web servers instead of our customized
server for testing. One of the mains facts that came out in the experiments is the
importance of header compression. The header compression and reduction in re-
dundant information in headers plays a major role in reducing the payload on the
wire or medium. In addition, multiplexing not only saves the time to establish a
new TCP connection but also benefits from the higher TCP window in established
TCP connections.
One of the important lessons is the handling of TCP connections in HTTP. The
main advantage of opening multiple TCP connections in the beginning of the web
transaction with higher initial congestion window leads to the avoidance slowstart
of newly established TCP connections. It also avoids the TCP connection establish-
ment delay of one RTT. Websites should limit the number of objects, as less number
of objects leads to less number of TCP connections. If the existing TCP connections
are reused intelligently by calculating the highest TCP window size, then the rate
of transfer will be higher. Multiplexing can be helpful to send multiple requests and
receive multiple response chunks using same connection. HTTP pipelining suffers
from HOL and responses can be blocked for a long time. One way to circumvent
this problem is to issue the pipelining requests intelligently, where the browser has
the knowledge of blocking and non-blocking requests.
Preliminary tests in LTE clearly shows that there is no significant gain in using
SPDY when there is high bandwidth and low latency. The importance of SPDY is
only seen when the network bandwidth is high and latency is also high. In these
kinds of networks, the time for establishing a TCP connection high during the web
transaction and it makes the web transaction long. In LTE tests with 200 ms delay,
it was observed that TCP initial congestion window of 10 is beneficial.
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A complete change of protocols on server and client side is not a cost efficient
method. Implementing SPDY in current network require considerable changes on
the server side and additional plug-ins on the browser side. SPDY mandates the use
of TLS, which may not be very convincing for popular websites present today. An-
other proposal can be made avoiding the track of SPDY (or any other new protocol
implementation) and try to solve the performance issues by i) reducing the radio
transition delays, ii) DNS pre-fetching, iii) DNS pre-resolution, iv) HTTP payload
and header compression, v) TLS compression/improvement, vi) Websocket, vii) ef-
ficient website structure, and viii) intelligent use of TCP connections. The future
cannot be predicted easily but we can observe, propose, work, and wait to see what
will happen to the mobile web browsing.
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Appendix
A Results of Other Websites Tested
The numerical value of page load time for different websites are listed below. The
table gives information on website, protocol used, PLT, and percentage gain in PLT
compared to HTTP with initial congestion window of 3.
Websites and PLT in Sec(Median)
Megatuutti.fi HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.3
Gain (%) - 4.2% 4.2% 4.2%
PLT in GPRS (s) 3.3 3.3 3.0 3.1
Gain (%) - 0% 9.1% 6.1%
Baidu.com HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 3.2 3.2 3.1 3.1
Gain (%) - 0% 3.1% 3.1%
PLT in GPRS (s) 7.0 7.0 4.7 4.8
Gain (%) - 0% 32.9% 31.4%
Kernel.org HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 3.9 3.7 3.3 3.1
Gain (%) - 5.1% 15.4% 20.5%
PLT in GPRS (s) 19 19 14 14
Gain (%) - 0% 26.3% 26.3%
Wikipedia.org HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 5.0 5.0 4.6 4.6
Gain (%) - 0% 8% 8%
PLT in GPRS (s) 24 24 21 21
Gain (%) - 0% 12.5% 12.5%
Craiglist.org HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 5.1 4.9 4.5 4.5
Gain (%) - 3.9% 11.8% 11.8%
PLT in GPRS (s) 17 16 15 14
Gain (%) - 5.9% 11.8% 17.6%
Facebook.com HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 5.2 5.1 4.7 4.6
Gain (%) - 1.9% 9.6% 11.5%
PLT in GPRS (s) 33 32 30 31
Gain (%) - 3.0% 9.1% 6.1%
Table 8: Websites and PLT Table 1
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Websites and PLT in Sec(Median)
Bing.com HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 5.5 5.4 4.5 4.3
Gain (%) - 1.8% 18.2% 21.8%
PLT in GPRS (s) 27 27 23 23
Gain (%) - 0% 14.8% 14.8%
Linkedin.com HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 6.8 6.6 6.2 6.1
Gain (%) - 2.9% 8.8% 10.3%
PLT in GPRS (s) 34 33 30 30
Gain (%) - 2.9% 11.8% 11.8%
Youtube.com HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 7.5 7.1 6.3 6.1
Gain (%) - 5.3% 16.0% 18.7%
PLT in GPRS (s) 49 49 47 47
Gain (%) - 0% 4.1% 4.1%
Wordpress.com HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 8.7 8.7 6.8 6.7
Gain (%) - 0% 21.8% 23%
PLT in GPRS (s) 83 83 76 77
Gain (%) - 0% 8.4% 7.2%
Ebay.com HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 9.3 9.0 8.5 7.6
Gain (%) - 3.2% 8.6% 18.3%
PLT in GPRS (s) 64 64 58 57
Gain (%) - 0% 9.4% 10.9%
Nokia.com HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 10 10 6.5 6.4
Gain (%) - 0% 35% 36%
PLT in GPRS (s) 31 31 29 28
Gain (%) - 0% 6.5% 9.7%
Yahoo.com HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 11 11 9.6 9.5
Gain (%) - 0% 12.7% 13.6%
PLT in GPRS (s) 89 83 72 72
Gain (%) - 6.7% 19.1% 19.1%
Amazon.com HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 11 11 10 10
Gain (%) - 0% 9.1% 9.1%
PLT in GPRS (s) 131 128 110 111
Gain (%) - 2.3% 16.0% 15.3%
Table 9: Websites and PLT Table 2
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Websites and PLT in Sec(Median)
Imdb.com HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 12 12 11 10
Gain (%) - 0% 8.3% 16.7%
PLT in GPRS (s) - - - -
Gain (%) - - - -
Ovi.com HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 12 12 10 10
Gain (%) - 0% 16.7% 16.7%
PLT in GPRS (s) 112 114 109 109
Gain (%) - -1.8% 2.7% 2.7%
Ask.com HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 13 13 13 13
Gain (%) - 0% 0% 0%
PLT in GPRS (s) 61 64 59 59
Gain (%) - -4.9% 3.3% 3.3%
Nordea.fi HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 14 14 8.6 8.7
Gain (%) - 0% 38.6% 37.9%
PLT in GPRS (s) 18 18 18 17
Gain (%) - 0% 0% 5.6%
Spotify.com HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 15 16 14 14
Gain (%) - -6.7% 6.7% 6.7%
PLT in GPRS (s) 162 165 162 161
Gain (%) - -1.9% 0% 0.6%
Yle.fi HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 18 18 17 17
Gain (%) - 0% 5.6% 5.6%
PLT in GPRS (s) 163 162 161 161
Gain (%) - 0.6% 1.2% 1.2%
Bbc.co.uk HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 21 21 18 17
Gain (%) - 0% 14.3% 19%
PLT in GPRS (s) 134 137 119 118
Gain (%) - -2.2% 11.2% 11.9%
Aol.com HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 18 17 16 16
Gain (%) - 5.6% 11.1% 11.1%
PLT in GPRS (s) 150 144 133 141
Gain (%) - 4.0% 11.3% 6.0%
Table 10: Websites and PLT Table 3
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Websites and PLT in Sec(Median)
Cnn.com HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 20 19 17 17
Gain (%) - 5% 15% 15%
PLT in GPRS (s) 200 201 186 184
Gain (%) - -0.5% 7.0% 8.0%
Tumblr.com HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 22 22 20 21
Gain (%) - 0% 9.1% 4.5%
PLT in GPRS (s) - - - -
Gain (%) - - - -
Qq.com HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 23 23 22 20
Gain (%) - 0% 4.3% 13%
PLT in GPRS (s) 80 82 66 75
Gain (%) - -2.5% 17.5% 6.3%
Espn.com HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 25 25 24 24
Gain (%) - 0% 4% 4%
PLT in GPRS (s) 173 171 155 156
Gain (%) - 1.2% 10.4% 9.8%
mtv3.fi HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 29 30 27 28
Gain (%) - -3.4% 6.9% 3.4%
PLT in GPRS (s) - - - -
Gain (%) - - - -
Iltalehti.fi HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 32 31 28 28
Gain (%) - 3.1% 12.5% 12.5%
PLT in GPRS (s) - - - -
Gain (%) - - - -
Cnet.com HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 33 32 23 23
Gain (%) - 3% 30.3% 30.3%
PLT in GPRS (s) 202 201 161 160
Gain (%) - 0.5% 20.3% 20.8%
Nytimes.com HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 34 33 29 28
Gain (%) - 2.9% 14.7% 17.6%
PLT in GPRS (s) 202 203 194 194
Gain (%) - -0.5% 4% 4%
Table 11: Websites and PLT Table 4
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Websites and PLT in Sec(Median)
Hs.fi HTTP - iw03 HTTP - iw10 SPDY - iw03 SPDY - iw10
PLT in HSPA (s) 35 36 33 30
Gain (%) - -2.9% 5.7% 14.3%
PLT in GPRS (s) - - - -
Gain (%) - - - -
Table 12: Websites and PLT Table 5
